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Summary

Very well written and motivated paper. I enjoyed reading it

Impressive analysis of household expenditures (Q and P)

Policy relevant topic

∆Prices of goods that HH buy =) ∆HH In�ation expectations
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Comment I

It�s hard to give suggestions after comments from editor and four
referees. A lots of robustness checks in the paper .....

More explanation of the data. Only two waves of expectations.
Average price for the UPC and not individual prices (for stores with
point of sales). Sales?

Gasoline prices at the county level as exploratory variable?

Consumers who change stores/goods to buy cheaper?
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Comment II

Time-HH FE? Grocery stores FE?

Level of �nancial and economic information of households

Placebo exercises: HHs similar to "professional forecasters". Financial
sector?

Clustered standard errors at the HH-time-county
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